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Abstra t

In this paper, we present an implementation of a ve torizing C ompiler for Intel's
MMX (Multimedia Extension). This ompiler would identify data parallel se tions of the
ode using s alar and array dependen e analysis. To enhan e the s ope for appli ation of
the subword semanti s, our ompiler performs several ode transformations. These in lude
strip mining, s alar expansion, grouping and redu tion, loop ssion and distribution.
Thereafter inline assembly instru tions orresponding to the data parallel se tions are
generated. We have used the Stanford University Intermediate Format (SUIF), a publi
domain ompiler tool, for our implementation.
We evaluated the performan e of the ode generated by our ompiler for a number
of ben hmarks. Initial performan e results reveal that our ompiler generated ode produ es a reasonable performan e improvement (speedup of 2 to 6.5) over the the ode
generated without the ve torizing transformations/inline assembly. In ertain ases, the
performan e of the ompiler generated ode is within 85% of the hand-tuned ode for
MMX ar hite ture.
KEY WORDS: MMX Instru tion Set, Subword Parallelism, Ve torizing Compiler.
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1 Introdu tion
Multimedia is the integration of visual (video, images, animation), audio (musi , spee h) and
textual information. It is basi ally information represented in di erent ways by these di erent
media data-types. Media pro essing [1℄ is the de oding, en oding, interpretation, enhan ement
and rendering of digital multimedia information. This information is typi ally in the form of
large volumes of low pre ision or short data-types. The large volume of data makes ompression a ne essary step before storage. This translates into omputational burden for real-time
retrieval of the data. Of late, media pro essing appli ations have been dominating the personal
omputing domain. They are hara terized by [2℄








small native data types
large data-set sizes
large amount of inherent data parallelism
omputationally intensive features
multiple on urrent media streams
large I/O requirements

These appli ations have traditionally been supported by spe ial-purpose hips, also known as
media-pro essors, but with the rise in the fra tion of su h appli ations, it be omes ne essary to
enhan e their performan e preferably without an in rease in the ost, and hen e without the
support of a spe ial hardware.
This high omputational demand on short data types for media appli ations has been e e tively addressed by modern pro essors by the introdu tion of subword parallelism [3℄. Subword
parallelism is a spe i instan e of data parallelism in whi h a data word is the data-set. Subword parallelism is exhibited by instru tions whi h a t on a set of lower pre ision data pa ked
into a word, resulting in the parallel pro essing of the data-set. Most of the urrent pro essors
support 64-bit words. Although Intel x86 pro essors support 32-bit words, they have 64-bit
oating-point units [4℄. The word size of pro essors determines the width of general purpose
registers and data-paths for integer and address al ulations. The large word size fa ilitates
higher pre ision arithmeti . Subword parallelism allows the pro essor to exploit this large word
size even when not handling high pre ision data. Figure 1 illustrates an addition instru tion
exploiting subword parallelism. This instru tion would take the same amount of lo k y les
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as a traditional add instru tion, and e e tively performs 4 operations in parallel on 16-bit data
operands. In order to support and exploit subword parallelism, modern pro essors extend their
Instru tion Set Ar hite ture. These extensions, popularly referred to as the multimedia extensions, have now been a ommodated in their pro essors by many vendors, e.g., Intel's MMX
(MultiMedia eXtension) [5℄, Sun's VIS (Visual Instru tion Set) [6℄, Hewlett Pa kard's MAX-2
(Multimedia A eleration eXtension) [7℄ and PowerPC's AltiVe [8℄. Sin e the same instru tion
applies to all data-elements in the word, this is a form of small-s ale SIMD (Single Instru tion
Multiple Data).
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Figure 1: Pa ked Add C = A + B
An appli ation written in a high-level language would not bene t from these extensions to
the ISA, unless the ompiler generates obje t ode making use of these instru tions. Unfortunately, this has not been the ase for subword parallelism. Ve torization te hnique [9℄, whi h
has traditionally been used by ompilers for ve tor and SIMD ma hines, an be applied for
this purpose. In simple terms, a ve torizing ompiler identi es instru tions in the loop, whose
su essive instan es an be exe uted in parallel, without a e ting the semanti s of the program.
In the absen e of ompiler support for subword parallelism, the appli ation programmer
is urrently for ed to write his appli ation at assembly level, whi h is both tedious and error
prone. Some support [1℄ for these extensions ome from the vendors in the form of:
Sele ted library routines are hand- oded in assembly to exploit the extended set of instru tions.

Enhan ed System Libraries:

The system header les de ne a set of
ma ros that provide a higher level interfa e to the extended set of instru tions.

Ma ro Calls for Extended Set of Instru tions:

In ase of hardware supported enhan ed libraries, the programmer an make use of a system
version of some fun tion alls whi h exploits subword parallelism within the fun tion. However,
this loses out ertain opportunity that a ve torizing ompiler an a hieve. For example inlining
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a fun tion may improve the parallelism and redu e the fun tion overhead. A ompiler may
be able to exploit this enhan ed parallelism while inlining would not be possible in hardware
enhan ed library fun tions sin e the sour e ode would not be available. Using ma ro alls in
program to exploit subword parallelism require the user to be aware of the ode segment whi h
an be optimized by the multimedia extensions and the ma ros provided. Further, the ode
transformations have to be performed manually. Lastly, programming with the ma ro alls is
as hard as with the assembly equivalent.
The above reasons strongly motivate the need for a ve torizing ompiler as a general approa h for exploiting the subword parallelism. Further supporting di erent ar hite tures as
well as hanges in the multimedia instru tion set in this approa h would require modi ations
only to the ode generation module. This also allows easy portability of the appli ation. Lastly,
ompiler support approa h makes the pro ess (of ve torizing) transparent to the user, redu e
the errors asso iated with assembly oding and improve the performan e of appli ations.
In this paper, we have designed and implemented a sour e to sour e ve torizing C ompiler
for Intel's MMX. The ompiler takes a C sour e le as input. Various ode transformations su h
as strip mining, s alar expansion, ondition distribution are applied [10, 11, 12℄. The output is
a C sour e le, with the data parallel se tions oded in inline assembly. This allows the rest of
the ode to be optimized by the native C ompiler, thus leveraging the optimization te hniques
implemented in produ tion ompilers. The ve torizing ompiler supports onditional onstru ts
and performs expression redu tion.
We used the Stanford University Intermediate Format (SUIF) [13℄, a publi domain ompiler
tool, for our implementation. We evaluated the performan e of the ode generated by our
ompiler for a number of ben hmarks (kernels and multimedia appli ations). Initial performan e
results reveal that our ompiler generated ode produ es a reasonable performan e improvement
(speedup of 2 to 6.5) over the ode generated without the ve torizing transformations/inline
assembly. In ertain ases, the ompiler generated ode is within 85% of performan e of handtuned ode ode for MMX ar hite ture.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Se tion 2 we present the ne essary ba kground required on ve torization te hniques and multimedia extension. Se tion 3 dis usses the
ve torization te hniques as applied for MMX. In Se tion 4 we present the results obtained for
some multimedia kernels. We dis uss related works in Se tion 5. Con luding remarks and
dire tions for future work are provided in Se tion 6.
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2 Ba kground
This se tion provides the ba kground required to understand the rest of the paper.

2.1 Dependen e Relations
The ontrol ow in a program is represented by a Control Flow Graph [14, 15℄ whi h is a
dire ted graph, where ea h node ould be a statement or a sequen e of statements, based on
the level of abstra tion, and an edge represents a ontrol transfers between a pair of nodes.
Control dependen e, whi h an be derived from the ontrol ow graph, restri ts the order of
exe ution of statements in a program. A statement S 0 may or may not be exe uted based on
the exe ution of a statement S . This represents that statement S 0 is ontrol dependent on S .
Two statements S and S 0 are said to be data dependent if there is one a ess ea h in S
and S 0 to the same lo ation and at least one of the two a esses is a write. Data dependen es
are represented by a Data Dependen e Graph whose nodes are the statements of the program
and dire ted edges represent dependen es. Data dependen es, hen eforth referred to simply
as dependen es, an be lassi ed as (i) true dependen e, (ii) anti dependen e, and (iii) output
dependen e [14℄. The ar s of the data dependen e graph are lassi ed as forward and ba kward
ar s. An ar or dependen e from S to S 0 is said to be lexi ally forward when S 0 follows S
in the program order and is said to be lexi ally ba kward when S follows S 0 in the program
order. As long as the ontrol ows along the program sequen e, the dependen e ar s will be
lexi ally forward but ontrol transfers against the program sequen e, as in the ase of a loop,
an introdu e lexi ally ba kward ar s.
Consider the example ode1 shown in Figure 2(a). In the dependen e graph for this ode,
shown in Figure 2(b), solid lines represent data dependen es and the dotted lines the ontrol
ow. It an be seen that the ar from S2 to S3 is lexi ally forward and the ar from S2 to S1
is lexi ally ba kward.
Array elements are typi ally de ned and used by statements in a loop. These statements
are usually exe uted more than on e. It therefore be omes ne essary to talk about instan es of
exe ution of the statement. The instan es are identi ed by an iteration ve tor [11℄.
Iteration ve tor of the form (i1 , i2 , . . . ,ik ), where i1 ; i2 ;   
are the values of the loop indi es en losing the statement, ordered from outer to inner. In

Index variable iteration ve tor:

all our dis ussion, we onsider only normalized loops | loops whose indi es run from 1 to some N , with
a unit loop index in rement or stride | for the sake of simpli ity. The SUIF ompiler framework whi h was
used in our work takes are of normalizing the for loops.
1 In
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for(i = 1; i <= N; i++)
for(j = 1; j <= N; j++)
S1:
= A[i-1℄[j℄;
S2: A[i℄[j℄ = . . . ;
S3:
= A[i℄[j℄ + . . . ;
endfor
endfor

S1
S1

S2

S2

S3

S3

(a)

(b) DDG

( ) CFG

Figure 2: An Example Code (a) and its Data Dependen e (b) and Control Flow Graphs ( )
the example in Figure 2(a), the (normalized) iteration ve tors for statement S1 are (1; 1),
(1; 2),   , (1; N ), (2; 1),   , (2; N ), (N; 1),   , (N; N ).
Consider the data dependen e from S2 to S1 in the example. It an be seen that the
dependen e would not have been present in the absen e of the en losing loops. Su h dependen e
are said to be loop- arried. More pre isely, a data dependen e is said to be loop- arried if a
value produ ed by a statement S in the urrent iteration is used by statement S 0 in a future
iteration. The dependen e arises be ause for at least a pair of di erent iteration ve tors, say
v1 and v2 , both S1 and S2 a ess the same memory lo ation. Dependen e analysis has been
studied extensively in the literature [9, 11, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20℄, and the details are summarized
in [10, 11, 12℄. Lastly, the level of a dependen e is de ned as the loop nest level, numbered
from outermost to innermost, that arries the dependen e [10, 11℄.
Ea h dependen e ar is asso iated with
kind :

true, anti or output dependen e,

dire tion :
level :

lexi ally forward or lexi ally ba kward,

the en losing loop whi h is the ause of the dependen e, and

distan e :

the separation distan e at the level of dependen e, valid only if it is a onstant.

In our data dependen e graph, the rst three attributes are represented. The dire tion is
represented by means of the dire ted ar , the other attributes are augmented to the ar by the
symbol dlk , where l represents the level of dependen e and k represents the kind of dependen e
and an be t(rue), a(nti), or o(utput).
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Next, we brie y review Stanford University Intermediate Form (SUIF) whi h is used as the
ompiler framework in our implementation.

2.2 The SUIF Compiler Framework
SUIF (Stanford University Intermediate Format) ompiler system is a platform for resear h
on ompiler-te hniques for high-performan e ma hines [21℄. SUIF is a resear h ompiler used
for experimenting and developing new ompiler algorithms. It fosters ode reuse, sharing, and
modularity. The ompiler is stru tured as a small kernel plus a toolkit onsisting of various
ompilation analysis and optimizations built using the kernel. The kernel performs three major
fun tions:



De nes an intermediate representation of programs: The program representation is designed to support both high-level program restru turing transformations as well as lowlevel analyses and optimizations.



Supports a set of program manipulation primitives: These routines are used for performing
several transformations.



Stru ture the interfa e between di erent ompiler passes: Compilation passes are implemented as separate programs that ommuni ate via les, termed as SUIF les. SUIF
les always use the same output format so that passes an be reordered simply by running programs in a di erent order. Di erent passes an ommuni ate by annotating the
program representation.

The SUIF kernel provides an obje t-oriented implementation of the SUIF intermediate format. The intermediate format is a mixed-level program representation. Besides the low-level
onstru ts su h as SUIF instru tions, this representation in ludes three high-level onstru ts:
loops, onditional statements and array a ess operations.
We have made use of the following SUIF passes in our work :




s

is the driver for the SUIF ANSI C and FORTRAN 77 ompiler.

porky makes various transformations to the SUIF ode. The purpose of the transforma-

tions ould either be to allow subsequent passes to make simplifying assumptions, su h
as the assumption that there are no bran hes in a loop body or try to rearrange the
ode to make it easier for subsequent passes to get information without getting rid of any
parti ular onstru t.
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s2 to read the spe i ed SUIF le and print-out its translation into the Standard C

language. We have augmented this pass to print inline assembly ode for data parallel
se tions.

2.3 Intel MMX
In this se tion we present an overview of Intel's MMX (Multimedia Extension) and its di erent
fa ets, namely the register sta k, the data types supported and the instru tion set [4℄.
2.3.1

Multimedia Registers

The MMX register set onsists of eight 64-bit registers, aliased onto the registers of the oatingpoint register sta k. MMX instru tions a ess these registers dire tly using the register names
MM0 through MM7. While operating in the MMX mode, the aliasing me hanism would ensure
that a essing these registers as oating point units would result in NaNs (Not a Number).
2.3.2

Multimedia Data Types

Intel has introdu ed the following new 64-bit quantities





2.3.3

Pa ked Bytes : eight bytes pa ked into the 64-bits.
Pa ked Words : four 16-bit words pa ked into 64-bits.
Pa ked Double-Words : two 32-bit double-words pa ked into 64-bits.
Quad Word : one 64-bit quantity
MMX Instru tion Set

The MMX instru tions an be lassi ed as
The MOVD and MOVQ instru tions move pa ked data (respe tively 32 and 64 bit data) between MMX registers and memory or between MMX registers
and themselves. The 32-bit data transfer instru tions always move the low-order 32 bits
of the MMX register. The register-to-register version of the MOV instru tion implementation the operation of moving data between MMX and integer registers.

Data Transfer Instru tions:
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These instru tions in lude instru tions to perform add, subtra t,
and multiply on pa ked operand types. These instru tions exist for the three pa ked
operand types, namely byte (8-bit), word (16-bit) and double word (32-bit), performing
8, 4 or 2 operations in parallel, as illustrated in Figure 1. Ea h operation is independent
of the others and omes in three modes, unsigned saturation, signed saturation, and wraparound. In the wrap-around mode, over ow or under ow results in trun ation, and the
arry is ignored. In the saturation mode, an over ow or under ow results in the lipping
of the value to the data-range limit value. The result of an operation that ex eeds the
range of the data-type saturates to the maximum value of the range, and results less than
the range saturates to the minimum of the range. For example, the upper and lower
saturation limits are FFh and 00h for unsigned bytes, and 7Fh and 80h for signed bytes.

Arithmeti

Instru tions:

These instru tions independently ompare all the respe tive
data elements of the two pa ked data types in parallel. They generate a mask of 1's
and 0's depending on whether the ondition is true or false. These masks an then be
used by logi al instru tions to sele t elements.

Comparison Instru tions:

Logi al Instru tions:

These perform logi al operations on quadword registers.

MMX implements two versions of logi al left, right and arithmeti right
shift operations. The rst is the regular pa ked shift that independently shifts ea h
element in the pa ked word (16-bit) or double word (32-bit). The se ond version of
shift operations is logi al shift or right on the whole 64-bit MMX register. These shift
operations are espe ially important and enable re-alignment of pa ked data.

Shift Instru tions:

These onvert data-elements in pa ked registers; while pa k instru tions perform integer demotion, unpa k instru tions perform integer promotion. Unpa k instru tions also interleave elements from the sour e registers. Figure 3 illustrates
the pa k and unpa k low instru tions.

Conversion Instru tions:

The entire instru tion set is summarized in Table 4 of Appendix A. Instru tions are typially pre xed with a `P' (for Pa ked) and suÆxed with a `B' (Byte), `W' (Word), or `D' (Double
Word). The exe ution of the multimedia instru tions, as shown in Figure 1 exploit data parallelism on the subwords in the multimedia registers. This is referred to as subword parallelism
or subword semanti s in this paper.
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Figure 3: Pa k and Unpa k Instru tions

3 Ve torization for Multimedia Extensions
Ve torization was one of the earliest development in the eld of parallel ompilation. It has
traditionally been used for Ve tor and SIMD ma hines. Compilers for personal omputers have
never found a need for these te hniques. The introdu tion of the subword model has however
hanged the situation and for ed the review of ve torization te hniques.

3.1 Domain Constraints and Limited Ve torization
The pa ked arithmeti instru tions of the various multimedia extensions are basi ally ve tor
operations. Therefore ve torization an be performed to exploit these instru tions. These extensions have however been built on top of the s alar pro essors. This has resulted in onstraining
the domain of ve torization.
The pa ked instru tions operate on multimedia registers whi h are aliased onto either the
integer or the oating point registers. The size of a register is 8 bytes, whi h means that at most
8 data elements an be pa ked into a single register. The number of data elements that an
be pa ked into a ve tor register is referred to as the ve tor length of the pro essor. We would
like to perform as many instan es of an instru tion in parallel, as allowed by its dependen e
relations, for maximum speedup. It an however be seen that the former onstraint on ve tor
length would mean that at most the instan es orresponding to the innermost loop an be
performed in parallel. Taking this into onsideration we resort to limited ve torization, i.e., we
try to pull the instru tion out of its innermost loop only.
The following se tion dis usses our implementation of a ve torizing ompiler for Intel's
MMX.
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3.2 Ve torization for MMX
The ompiler was implemented on the SUIF ompiler framework. An overview of SUIF has been
given in Se tion 2.2. The ompiler has been stru tured as a set of passes. The appli ation is
onverted into SUIF intermediate format and the passes are applied on the intermediate format.
An overview of our implementation is given in Figure 4. In the gure, the re tangular boxes
represent the di erent ompilation phases, the shaded ones representing the passes written or
modi ed by us.
The hypotheti al example presented in Figure 5 will be used to illustrate the various passes
of our ompiler. Assume that all the array bounds are de lared appropriately. Also, ex ept
for elements of array B , whi h was de lared short, the other variables are de lared as har
data-type.

3.3 Identi ation of Data Parallel Se tions
3.3.1

Motivation

What statements an be exe uted in parallel using the subword semanti s? We answer this
question with the help of our motivating example.
Assume S1 (in onjun tion with C1) is exe uted using subword semanti s i.e., operands of
su essive instan es of S1 are pa ked in multimedia registers and are operated in parallel upon
by multimedia instru tions. When these operations are exe uted in parallel, it an be seen that
11

for( i = 1; i < N; i++)
for( j = 1; j < N; j++)
for( k = 1; k < N; k++)
C1 : if (A[k 1℄==. . . )
S1 : A[k℄ = test + . . . ;
S2 : test = . . . ;
endfor
S3 : B[i℄[j℄ = B[i 1℄[j℄ + test;
endfor
endfor
Figure 5: Motivating Example
ertain instan es of C1 would make use of the wrong value of A[k 1℄. This is due to the fa t
that the kth instan e of C1 is exe uted in parallel with the (k 1)th instan e of S1, instead
of waiting for it to omplete and produ e the required result, i.e., A[k 1℄. Basi ally this is a
ase of violation of the true dependen e from S 1 to C 1. But had C 1 waited for instan es of S 1
to omplete it would have violated the ontrol dependen e from C 1 to S 1.
Clearly, S2 an not be exe uted in parallel using subword semanti s sin e su essive iterations write to the same lo ation test, and hen e when performed in parallel would result in
an in onsistent state of the memory lo ation. This is a ase of output dependen e between
the su essive instan es of statement S 2. On the other hand, S3 a esses the same memory
lo ation only in su essive iterations of i. Hen e instan es involving su essive iterations of j
(and same iteration of i) an be exe uted in parallel. Thus the aim of this phase is to identify
the statements whi h ould be exe uted in parallel without violating the semanti s of the the
program.
3.3.2

Method

Loop distribution is the rst step in our approa h towards identi ation of data parallelism [10,
11, 12℄. Loop distribution is a transformation that distributes the ontrol of a for loop over
groups of statements in its body. To extra t maximum parallelism [22℄ in the presen e of a
dependen e y le, the loop ontrol an be distributed over the strongly onne ted omponents
of the dependen e graph. A strongly onne ted omponent (SCC) of a dependen e graph is a
12

maximal set of verti es in whi h there is a dire ted path between every pair of verti es in the
set. A non-singleton SCC of a data dependen e graph represents a maximum set of statements
that are involved in a dependen e y le. Performing loop distribution over su h SCCs is known
as loop ssion [10, 11, 12℄.
Only a singleton SCC that is not self-dependent is a andidate for exploiting subword
parallelism. The presen e of a self-dependen e ar indi ates that su essive instan es annot
be exe uted in parallel. In identifying SCCs in the dependen e graph, and hen e ve torizable
loops, we must take into a ount the fa t that due to the domain onstraint mentioned in
Se tion 3.1, we perform only limited ve torization whi h allows a statement to be pulled out of
at most one level. This means that the exe ution order of the statement would not be a e ted
with respe t to the outer-loops. This allows us to ignore all the dependen e ar s with the
ex eption of the loop independent ar s and the ones arried by the innermost en losing loop as
for as extra ting the parallelism and performing loop distribution are on erned. However, this
may prevent exposing parallelism through transformation su h as loop inter hange [10, 11, 12℄.
As dis ussed in Se tion 3.7.3, the urrent implementation does not onsider some of these loop
transformations.
Statements in a onditional body are exe uted based on the onditional test. Su h a statement S when pulled out of the loop, must be pulled out in onjun tion with the test ondition.
Any lexi ally ba kward dependen e between the statement S and the test would therefore be
equivalent to a self-dependen e. In order to fa ilitate the identi ation of su h dependen e
loops, ondition distribution is performed. As in the ase of loop distribution, ontrol is distributed over the statements of the then-part and the else-part. Conditional distribution is
also known in the literature as IF- onversion [23℄. There is one aveat however. This arises
when a statement de nes a variable (for example A[k 1℄) that is used by the ondition. To
avoid this, any variable referen ed in the test ondition is repla ed by a new variable initialized
orre tly [24℄. This will be explained with the help of our motivating example in Figure 6.
Like loop distribution and ondition distribution, there are a number of loop transformations su h as loop splitting, loop inter hange, and loop peeling that would enable and expose
ve torizable loops [10, 11, 12℄. In this work we have not onsidered these transformation and
have left these as future work.
3.3.3

Implementation

Our algorithm for identifying data parallel se tions involve the following steps. It is run for
ea h fun tion in the ode.
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1. The Control Flow Graph was onstru ted using the Ma h-SUIF CFG library support [25℄.
2. Our module builds the use-def (UD) and def-use (DU) hains using the iterative te hnique
des ribed in [14℄.
3. The data ow module rst builds the s alar omponent of the data dependen e graph.
Towards this end, ar s are added to the use referen es from the orresponding rea hing
de nitions. Ar s are also added to de ning referen es, from the set of rea hed use referen es of the de nition it may kill. Output dependen e ar s are added from de ning
referen es to their rea hing de nitions.
4. The module then builds the array data ow omponent of the data dependen e graph.
Dependen e ve tors are determined for ea h pair of referen es into the same array. Note
that the dependen e ve tors are determined for ea h pair sin e array de nitions are ambiguous. Based on the level of dependen e, it an be determined if the dependen e is
either loop-independent or arried by the innermost en losing loop, and in that ase, an
ar will be added between the pair of referen es.
5. For ea h outer for-loop, the module identi es the strongly onne ted omponent of the
data dependen e graph.
6. Single statement strongly onne ted omponents, whi h are not self-dependent are annotated as data parallel. They an therefore be exe uted using the subword semanti s,
provided the result type is suÆ iently short.
3.3.4

Illustration

Conditional distribution is rst performed on the ode, transforming it as shown in Figure 6.
Figure 7(a) shows the data dependen e graph as onstru ted for the hypotheti al example (in
Figure 5) after onditional distribution. As mentioned earlier, we only show loop independent
dependen e ar s and loop dependent ar s arried at the innermost en losing loop. For example,
for S3, we are only on erned about the dependen es arried at level 2 (there are none in this
example) and are not on erned about the dependen es arried by the outer loop (level 1).
Figure 7(b) shows the strongly onne ted omponent graph where statements X1, S1, and S2 are
ontained in a strongly onne ted omponent. Sin e there are no singleton SCCs, statements in
the innermost loop (level 3) as su h are not ve torizable. Considering level 2 and the appropriate
dependen e graph for it, one an nd out that statement S3 forms a singleton SCC (without a
self-ar ) at level 2. Hen e S 3 an be exe uted using subword semanti s.
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for( i = 1; i < N; i++)
for( j = 1; j < N; j++)
for( k = 1; k < N; k++)
X1 : C1 temp = A[k 1℄;
S1 : if (C1 temp==. . . ) A[k℄ = test +. . . ;
S2 : test = . . . ;
endfor
S3 : B[i℄[j℄ = B[i 1℄[j℄ + test;
endfor
endfor

8

Figure 6: Condition Distribution
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Figure 7: Dependen e Graph and Strongly Conne ted Components

3.4 S alar Expansion and Strip-Mining
3.4.1

Motivation

Consider the dependen e graph shown in Figure 7(a). It an be seen that S 2 an also be exeuted using subword semanti s but for the output dependen e ar on itself. This ar wouldn't
have been there if test had been an array referen e indexed through k. Then su essive iterations would write to di erent memory lo ations. This is the idea behind s alar expansion
transformation [10, 11, 12℄.
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3.4.2

Method

De nitions of a s alar variable in a loop results in an output dependen e ar to itself. This ar
an be broken by repla ing the s alar variable by an array, essentially providing ea h iteration
with a memory lo ation to write on. This is known as s alar expansion. The s alar expansion
of variable x is possible if it satis es the following onstraints:



x is the target of at least one de nition: If this is not the ase, there is no gain as no
self-ar is broken.



x is not a target of a single statement re urren e: A single statement re urren e involves
an anti-dependen e and a true dependen e ar in addition to the output-dependen e ar .
Again, there is no gain from expanding the s alar as true dependen e would prevent
ve torization.



x is not an indu tion variable: In this ase the iteration index must be expanded for
orre t results. This operation ould be quite ostly in our ase.

As we dis ussed earlier, in MMX only a small number | at most 8 | operations an be
exe uted in parallel. Hen e not all the iterations of the ve torizable loop will be exe uted in
parallel. These loops must therefore be partitioned into smaller se tions whi h an be handled
in parallel. This is known as strip-mining [10, 11, 12℄. The number of iterations that an be
handled in parallel is equal to the ve tor length of the pro essor. Strip-mining results in a
nested loop, the outer loop with the same bounds as the original loop, and ve tor length stride,
and the inner loop performing the iterations orresponding to the stride. Usually there is also
a remainder se tion, similar to the inner loop, ompleting the nal strip. We partition the
loops into strips of length 8. When the ve tor length is 8, the inner loop, subje t to satisfying
dependen e onstraints, an be repla ed by a single ve tor instru tion whi h orresponds to
8 parallel operations. For ve tor lengths of size 4 and 2, our ode generator handles them
appropriately as dis ussed in Se tion 3.7.3.
Taking another look at s alar expansion in the ontext of strip-mining, it an be seen that
instead of providing ea h iteration with a memory lo ation it would be enough to provide just
ve tor length memory lo ations. More spe i ally, a variable x would be s alar expanded as
expanded x[ve tor length℄. This is be ause in our approa h s alar expansion is performed
after strip-mining on the inner loop. This redu es the memory overhead and at the same time
allows for expanding the variables even when the loop bounds are not known. This an also be
onsidered as privatization [10, 11, 12, 26℄ with respe t to outer loop of strip-mining.
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3.4.3

Implementation

For ea h variable x to be expanded, the module for s alar expansion would perform:
1. De lare an array whose elements are of the same type as x with size equal to N , the loop
bound. After strip-mining this size would redu e to the ve tor length + 1. Note that the
ve tor length, after strip-mining is always 8 in our implementation.
2. Repla e all the referen es to x within the loop by an appropriate referen e to the array.
Suppose the loop index is i, and the lower bound of the loop is lb i




uses before the de nition of x are repla ed by expanded x[i

lb i℄.

the de nition and subsequent uses of x are repla ed by expanded x[i

lb i + 1℄.

3. Adds an initialization instru tion of the form

expanded x[0℄ = x;
before the loop.
4. Adds a nalization instru tion of the form

x = expanded x[ve tor length℄;
after the loop.
Some explanation is needed for in luding Steps 3 and 4. A loop, say L1 may use x before de ning
it. To avoid in onsisten ies, the value of x must be stored in an appropriate array lo ation before
the nested loop. The loop also de nes x, whi h must be restored from expanded x after the
loop. The module treats these operations as a form of initialization and nalization respe tively.
Consider a loop, say L2, nested in the loop L1. L2 may refer to x. This would lead to an
in onsisten y. To handle this, we use an approa h similar to nalization, i.e., restore x from
the appropriate array lo ation. Similarly L2 may de ne x, whi h is handled by storing x in
the same array lo ation from whi h x was restored. The array lo ation an be identi ed by
treating the ase as an use of x and applying Step 2 of the algorithm.
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3.4.4

Illustration

Appli ation of the strip-mining of the j and k loops and s alar expansion transformation to our
earlier example results in the following ode. Here V L denotes Ve tor Length. The remainder
loop has not been shown in this example for simpli ity. Lastly, due to the fa t that S3 is in a
singleton SCC at the j -loop level, and in order to exploit subword parallelism on S3, the j loop
is strip-mined.

for( i = 1; i < N; i++)
for( Stride j = 1; Stride j < N; Stride j += VL)
for(j = Stride j; j < Stride j + VL; j++)
for( Stride k = 1; Stride k < N; Stride k += VL)
X2 : Exp C1 temp[0℄=C1 temp;
X3 : Exp test[0℄=test;
for(k = Stride k; k < Stride k + VL; k++)
X1 : Exp C1 temp[k Stride k+1℄ = A[k 1℄;
S1 : if (Exp C1 temp[k Stride k+1℄==. . . )
A[k℄ = Exp test[k Stride k℄ +. . . ;
S2 : Exp test[k Stride k+1℄ = . . . ;
endfor
X4 : test=Exp test[VL℄;
X5 : C1 temp=Exp C1 temp[VL℄;
endfor;
S3 : B[i℄[j℄ = B[i 1℄[j℄ + test;
endfor
endfor
endfor
The data dependen e graph for this ode has been shown in Figure 8 for levels 4 and 5.
Note that the dependen e levels for the ar s have hanged due to strip-mininig. The broken
ar on S2 and the broken ar from S1 to S2 show respe tively the output and anti dependen es
broken by s alar expansion. Be ause of this, S2 is no longer in the SCC onsisting of X1 and
S1, and it (S2) forms a single SCC with no self-ar . Hen e the instan es of S2 an now be
exe uted in parallel using the subword semanti s.
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Figure 8: Dependen e Graph after S alar Expansion

3.5 Redu tion Pro essing
3.5.1

Motivation

To further expand the s ope of statements/loops that an be ve torized, grouping and redu tion
te hniques are applied [10, 11℄. We motivate the need for these te hniques using ve tor dot
produ t al ulation as an example.

for( i = 0; i < N; i++)
R1: dotprodu t = dotprodu t + A[i℄ * B[i℄;
endfor
The statement R1 is an example of a single statement re urren e, with true and output
dependen e ar to itself. The data dependen e graph for this example is shown in Figure 9(a).
S alar expansion removes the ar asso iated with the output dependen e but leaves the true dependen e ar and hen e the self-loop. This would not help in in reasing the s ope of parallelism
in this ase.
1
dt

R1

R1

(a)

(b)

d

1
t

Figure 9: Dependen e Graph (a) before and (b) after Redu tion Pro essing
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Sin e addition is asso iative, the order of summation does not a e t the result, ex ept in ase
of over ow. So the data an be partitioned and partial sums an be determined. These partial
sums an be later a umulated into the result. Strip-mining, whi h partitions the iterations of
the loop an be used to partition the data. Ea h iteration of the inner loop omputes di erent
partial sums, su h as
dotprodu t[i℄ = dotprodu t[i℄ + : : :
How does this help? Here, with strip-mining, the re urren e is not on the innermost loop but
on the outer loop. This would have the e e t of pulling the true dependen e ar out of the
inner loop, allowing us to ignore it as for ve torization of the inner loop is on erned. The ode
in Se tion 3.5.4 illustrates this transformation.
3.5.2

Method

While s alar expansion removes output dependen e self-ar s asso iated with s alar variables,
redu tion pro essing aims to remove true dependen e self-ar s. Addition and multipli ation
operations are asso iative. This allows for reordering and grouping of these operations and
subsequently redu ing to get the result.
A variable x an be expanded for redu tion of the operation if



x is the sour e and the target of a de nition and the operation is a redu tion operation [11℄,
su h as add, multiply, and maximum



x is not the sour e of any other instru tion in the loop: In su h a ase the expanded x
would have to be ollapsed to avoid in onsisten y, and this operation is ostly.

3.5.3

Implementation

For ea h variable x to be expanded, our module for redu tion pro essing would
1. De lare an array whose elements are of the same type as x.
2. Repla e the referen es to x within the loop, whose index is i and lower bound is lb i, by
R x[i lb i℄.
3. Adds an initialization of the form
for 0 < i < ve tor length
20

R x[i℄ = 0;
before the en losing loop (in ase of strip-mined loop, the initialization an be pushed
one more loop outwards) after the rea hing de nitions of x, of ourse with the ex eption
of the urrent de nition.
4. Adds a nalization instru tion of the form
for 0 < i < ve tor length
x+ = R x[i℄;
after the loop (in ase of strip-mined loop, the nalization an be pushed one more loop
outwards).
5. The initialization and nalization an be pulled out of the en losing for-loops whi h do
not ontain either a rea hing de nition or a rea hed use of x.
3.5.4

Illustration

The ve tor dot-produ t omputation is now transformed as:

for( Stride i = 0; Stride i < N; Stride i += VL)
for (i = Stride i, Partial i=0; i < Stride i + VL; i++, Partial i++)
R1: R dotprodu t[Partial i℄ += A[i℄ * B[i℄; /* subword exe ution */
endfor
endfor
for( Partial i = 0; Partial i < VL; Partial i++)
R2: dotprodu t = dotprodu t + R dotprodu t[Partial i℄;
endfor
The data dependen e graph for this example after the above transformation is shown in
Figure 9(b). Though the level of true dependen e is still 1, it must be noted that the stripmining has introdu ed an inner-loop whi h an now be exe uted in parallel. It an be seen
therefore that R1 an be exe uted in parallel, as now both the self-ar s have been removed.
Statement R2 represents the a umulation of the partial sums into dotprodu t.
The redu tion transformation may produ e a result that is di erent from the one produ ed
by sequential exe ution in ase of an over ow. Therefore it would be better to enable this
transform through an user option. This option would indi ate that over ow is an ex eptional
ondition.
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3.6 Loop Distribution
3.6.1

Method

After the ode transformations, the loop ontrol an be distributed. As mentioned earlier, to
enable loop distribution in the presen e of ba k ar s, the strongly onne ted omponents in
the body of the loop are identi ed and topologi ally sorted. This would result in a graph in
whi h all the ar s are lexi ally forward. The loop ontrol an then be distributed over the
strongly onne ted omponents. As mentioned earlier, the single statement strongly onne ted
omponents, whi h are not self-dependent an be annotated as data parallel instru tions.
3.6.2

Implementation

For ea h outer for-loop:
1. The strongly onne ted omponents are identi ed from the data dependen e graph.
2. The strongly onne ted omponents are ordered using topologi al sort.
3. Statements are now reordered so that




statements belonging to the same strongly onne ted omponents are grouped together in the program order.
strongly onne ted omponents are in the topologi ally sorted order.

4. Loop ontrol is now distributed over ea h strongly onne ted omponent.
5. Single statement strongly onne ted omponents whi h are not self-dependent and whose
result type is ondu ive to subword exe ution are annotated as data parallel statements.
3.6.3

Illustration

Applying loop distribution to the hypotheti al example results in the following ode:
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for( i = 1; i < N; i++)
for( Stride j = 1; Stride j < N; Stride j += VL)
for(j = Stride j; j < Stride j + VL; j++)
for( Stride k = 1; Stride k < N; Stride k += VL)
X3 : Exp test[0℄=test;
for(k = Stride k; k < Stride k + VL; k++)
S2 : Exp test[k Stride k+1℄ = . . . ;
for(k = Stride k; k < Stride k + VL; k++)
X1 : Exp C1 temp[k Stride k+1℄ = A[k 1℄;
S1 : if (Exp C1 temp[k Stride k+1℄==. . . )
A[k℄ = Exp test[k Stride k℄ +. . . ;
endfor
X4 : test=Exp test[VL℄;
endfor;
endfor
for(j = Stride j; j < Stride j + VL; j++)
S3 : B[i℄[j℄ = B[i 1℄[j℄ + test;
endfor
endfor
Figure 10 shows the dependen e graph, where the strongly onne ted omponents are
grouped together as a single node, after the above transformations. It an be seen from the
graph that S 2 and S 3 an be exe uted using the subword semanti s. The statements X 2 and
X 5 have been omitted from the above ode as they play no signi ant part.

3.7 Code Generation
The extensive use of the C programming language for system appli ations has made performan e a ne essity rather than a luxury. Commer ial, as well as open-sour e ompilers, therefore
perform a wide variety of ma hine-dependent and ma hine-independent optimizations. Therefore it makes sense to use su h a ompiler to leverage the s alar optimizations performed by it,
while the ve torizable se tions are handled by our modules.
Hen e in this paper we propose to generate the inline assembly ode only for the ve torizable
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Figure 10: Strongly Conne ted Components Graph
se tions of the ode. Inline assembly allows the programmer to introdu e assembly instru tions
in a C - ode. The ode generator takes the SUIF abstra t syntax tree le as input and emits
the inline assembly equivalent of the data parallel ode fragments. Details on inline assembly
an be found in [27℄. The SUIF-C onverter, s2 , has been modi ed for this purpose.
Let us now take a brief look at the issues involved in ode generation.
Basi ally this involves the management of two sets of registers, 8
general-purpose and the 8 multimedia registers. The native ompiler/assembler provides
support for management of the general-purpose registers. This also allows it to perform
optimizations during register allo ation.

Register Management:

The multimedia registers have to be handled by our ode generator. A simple sta k based
register assignment s heme has been used for this purpose, i.e., the register-set is treated
as a sta k. On request, the top of sta k is returned, and on release the register is pushed
ba k onto the sta k.
As dis ussed earlier, MMX allows subword sizes of 1, 2 and 4 bytes. The
subword size for the exe ution is hosen to be the result (of the operation) size. On e the
subword size is hosen, the operands would have to be promoted or demoted based on
their respe tive sizes.

Subword Size:

For integral promotion, the punp k (unpa k) instru tion is used. There is also an added
issue of the signedness of the operand. If signed, it would be ne essary to perform signed
extension of the operand. For integral demotion, the pa k operation is used. Let us now
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look at the integral promotion (say byte to word) operation on a register mm, whi h
urrently holds 4 byte-subwords.
1. Create a zeroed register say mm1, usually performed by subtra ting the register
from itself.
2. Unpa k the lower bytes of mm0 with mm1. This would result in the register mm0
holding the byte subwords of mm0 left-shifted to the word-boundary (refer to Figure 11(b)).
3. If the operand using mm0 is signed, perform arithmeti right shift (sign-extended)
on mm0, otherwise perform logi al right shift on mm0 (refer to Figure 11( )).
4. Copy m0 into mm.
This sequen e has been illustrated in Figure 11.
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Figure 11: Integral Promotion for Subwords
An operation involving onstants annot be performed using subword semanti s.
It would therefore be ne essary to repli ate the value on all the subwords. That is,
similar to s alar expansion, we also expand onstants. This is performed using the punp k
(unpa k) instru tion. Basi ally the register is unpa ked with itself the required number
of times.

Constants:

Memory alignment deals with the a ess of multi-byte operands that ross word
boundary. Basi ally, the data-bus would be able to fet h word-length bytes of data in
one a ess, provided the bytes are word-aligned. In most pro essors, movement from and

Alignment:
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to memory must be word-aligned addresses. Spe i ally, a quad-word is expe ted to be
aligned on a 8-byte boundary. It may result in an error otherwise. Hen e the ve torizing
ompiler must ensure that in performing pa ked memory operations the addresses must
be aligned; if they are not, additional work is involved in loading word-aligned data and
shifting them to get the required non-aligned data. However, Intel's Pentium pro essors,
on the other hand, support a ess to non-word aligned multi-bytes. In this ase, the
pro essor performs more than 1 memory a ess, and hen e the operation may be slower.
The ompiler therefore does not have to deal with alignment issues for orre tness. The
performan e would however deteriorate as shown in Se tion 4.3.
The issue of alignment has not been dealt with in our work.
3.7.1

Implementation

The ode generation phase is based expression-tree traversal and involves the following steps.
1. Perform post-order traversal of the expression tree.
2. For ea h node do






3.7.2

if it is a variable symbol, emit instru tion to load the variable in to general-purpose
register. Pop a register out of the sta k. Move the ontents of the register to the
multimedia register. The multimedia register is the destination register.
if it is an array referen e instru tion, emit instru tion to load the address of referen e
into a general-purpose register. Pop a register out of the multimedia sta k.
if it is not an array instru tion, emit ode orresponding to the instru tion, and
register value returned by the hildren nodes. The register orresponding to the left
hild is the destination register.
if not left hild of its parent, push destination register ba k onto sta k.
return destination register.

Illustration

Applying the ode generation pass for a small fragment, the statement S 3 of the example in
Figure 5, where the elements of the array B are short and test is a har data-type, results in
the ode shown in Figure 12.
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asm(

);

"movq (%1) , %%mm6"
"movd %2 , %%mm5"
"psubb %%mm0 , %%mm0"
"punp klbw %%mm5 , %%mm0"

// Load qword from 0(GP1) to MM6
// Move doubleword from GP2 to MM5
// Zero out MM0
// Unpa k lower bytes of MM0 and MM5
// into MM0
"movq %%mm0 , %%mm5"
// Copy MM0 into MM5
"psraw $8 , %%mm5"
// Arithmeti Right Shift MM5 by 8
// Integral Promotion of test
// ompleted
"punp klwd %%mm5 , %%mm5" // Repli ating test onto all
"punp kldq %%mm5 , %%mm5" // subwords
"paddw %%mm5 , %%mm6"
// Add MM5 into MM6
"movq %%mm6 , (%3)"
// Store quadword at 0(GP3)
:
// Clobber List
:"r" (0) , "r" (&B[i 1℄[j℄),
"r" (test), "r" (&B[i℄[j℄)
// GP register loading instru tion,
// 0 is loaded in GP0 or %%0, address of
// B[i 1℄[j℄ in GP1 or %%1 and so on.
Figure 12: The Inline Assembly Code

The subword size for the above exe ution is 16 bits. This example illustrates integral promotion of test and the repli ation of the s alar value onto all the subwords. It an also be
seen that the general-purpose register assignment is left to the ompiler. This ode performs 4
su essive instan es of S2.
3.7.3

Remarks

A ouple of remarks on our implementation are in order. First, our method does not dire tly
handle onditionals. Instead a transformation is performed. Conditionals after ondition distribution transformation are of the form:
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if (test)
x = expr;
This an be further transformed as:
x = ((not) test and x) or (test and expr);
Now the original method an be applied as is. The operations and and and not are in luded in
the extensions. Further, test is evaluated on e and stored in a register for further operations.
Se ond, for reasons of simpli ity, our implementation always strip-mines a loop with a ve tor
length of 8. When the subword size does not mat h this ve tor length, for example for word
size operands, instead of re-folding the loop to mat h the ve tor length 4, we dupli ate the
ve tor operation, subje t to satisfying all dependen e onstraints, and retain the original stripmining. In other words, the strip-mined inner loop with a ve tor length 8 a ommodates 2
ve tor operation ea h of ve tor length 4. This is handled appropriately by our ode generation
algorithm, by re-emitting the instru tions orresponding to the expression tree multiple times.

3.8 Implementation on the SUIF Framework
The te hniques for identi ation of data parallel se tions and the di erent ode transformations
were implemented as the passes of the SUIF framework. As part of onstru ting the dependen e
graphs, we augmented the CFG library [28℄ to ompute the UD and DU-Chain using the
iterative algorithm. We developed the array dependen e analysis module whi h uses the SUIF
dependen e library. Lastly, we modi ed the SUIF-C onverter, s2 , to generate the (inlined
assembly) ode. The di erent passes and the order in whi h were applied are shown in Figure 4.
We retained SUIF's interfa e between di erent ompiler passes. That is, these ompilation
passes are implemented as separate programs that ommuni ate via SUIF les. Di erent passes
an ommuni ate by annotating the program representation.
The ode transformation passes involved extensive reordering and loning of SUIF stru tures. The SUIF hierar hy fa ilitated reordering the stru tures onsiderably. Reordering would
typi ally require that the node be removed from its parent and inserted before or after another
node as per the requirement. The internal me hanism for su h a hange would be handled by
SUIF. Cloning of a stru ture was also handled similarly. Cloning a node whi h would be inserted in a di erent s ope would require that the s opes be re on iled. This involves identifying
the symbols referen ed by the node whi h are not present in the other s ope, and loning these
symbols also. The low-level implementation of these operations is again handled by SUIF.
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Our ve torizing ompiler with SUIF infrastru ture urrently runs on Intel's Pentium II
pro essor-based workstation running Redhat Linux.
A few limitations of our implementation are:



The ompiler onsiders only for-loops as andidates for ve torization. Do-while and whiledo loops are ignored.



Loop transformations su h as loop splitting, loop inter hange et . are not performed.
These transformations an enhan e the ve torizability of the loop.



The ompiler generates some overhead in the form of unne essary strip-mining and s alar
expansions. This overhead will be in urred in the absen e of a subsequent pass whi h an
reverse the e e t of unne essary strip-mining and s alar expansion. It is known that su h
reversing would be diÆ ult to implement.



During ode generation the alignment issues have been ignored. This will de nitely have
an impa t on the performan e.



Fun tion alls and the presen e of pointers hamper ve torization. Inlining the fun tion
is a possible solution to over ome the former limitation. However, the ompiler does not
urrently support su h fun tion inlining.



The language itself poses some barriers to exploiting the extensions fully. For example,
though saturating arithmeti is supported by the vendor extensions, there is no natural
way for the programmer to spe ify the need for su h an operation. Also some other
instru tions su h as multiply and add are not supported by this implementation.

4 Results and Dis ussion
In this se tion we present the initial performan e results obtained by using our ve torizing ompiler. In our experiments we ompile kernels from media pro essing appli ations and run them
on Intel MMX ar hite ture and measure their performan e. The reasons for onsidering kernels
rather than the multimedia appli ation itself, are as follows. Media pro essing appli ations
typi ally spend a major fra tion of the exe ution time on a few small data parallel kernels.
Studying the performan e improvement in the kernel gives us a dire t measure of how mu h of
the subword parallelism is being exploited by ve torizing ompiler. The omplete appli ations
typi ally ontain sequential and non-ve torizable ode as well as ode whi h operate on full
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words whi h do not ontribute to any improvement in performan e in the MMX ar hite ture,
whether they are hand-tuned, or exposed by an optimizing ve torizing ompiler.

4.1 Ben hmarks
We onsider the following kernels. Dissolve is a video pro essing appli ation [29℄. It is typi ally
used during the editing of a video sequen e. The appli ation takes two video frames as input,
omputes a weighted average of the pixels in the frame and outputs a new frame. The new
frame an then be used as a ller between the input frames. For our experiments, we have
onsidered 128  128 pixel frames and ompute just the average of the pixels. As an be seen,
dissolve is an extremely data parallel appli ation.
Chroma-keying is an image pro essing utility. It basi ally repla es the ba kground of the
given image with an alternate ba kground (also an input). In our experiments, we have onsidered a 128  128 image for Chroma-keying. It repla es the pixels having the ba kground olor
in the rst frame, by the orresponding pixel of the se ond frame.
Ve tor dot produ t is an algebrai omputation ommon in signal pro essing appli ations.
The inputs are two 1-dimensional ve tors and the output is the sum of the produ t of individual
elements of the ve tor. For our purpose, we ompute the dot produ t for 64 element ve tors.
Both dot produ t and the following sum of absolute di eren es kernel require grouping and
redu tion transformations to be performed to exploit subword parallelism.
Sum of absolute di eren e (SAD) is the pro essing kernel for motion-estimation algorithm.
Motion estimation is used in MPEG-en oder to ompress the input stream using the impli it
temporal oheren e between su essive frames of a video. This (SAD) kernel is a key target
for performan e improvement through MMX. As a matter of fa t, VIS in ludes an instru tion
to perform this operation. We have onsidered the sum of absolute di eren e of a 16  16
blo k. This SAD kernel is then integrated into the motion estimation ode and its performan e
is evaluated2 .

4.2 Experimental Setup
The kernels listed above are not omputationally intensive, but are usually invoked several
times. As mentioned earlier, this usually results in the appli ation spending a signi ant fra tion
2 To

be fair, however, it should be mentioned that the MMX version of the ode does in fa t bene t to some
extent due to the redu tion of loop ontrol overheads.
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of the exe ution time on these kernels. This means that optimizing these kernels an translate
into a signi ant improvement for the appli ations.
We ompare the performan e of the kernel ompiled by the native ompiler (g ) and that
of the kernel ompiled on our ve torizing ompiler. The former is referred to as non-MMX ode
as the g ompiler does not generate MMX extension instru tions, while the latter is referred
to as the ve torized ode or MMX ode. To generate the MMX ode, our ompiler passes are
applied to the kernel to get the sour e ode augmented with the inline assembly instru tions.
This ode is then ompiled with the native ompiler, g , and linked to the main routine.
Similarly, for obtaining the non-MMX ode, the kernel is ompiled on the native ompiler and
linked with the main routine. In generating the MMX and the non-MMX ode using the native
g ompiler on Pentium II, we obtained both the optimized ( O2) and unoptimized versions.
Although we report the performan e of both optimized and unoptimized versions of MMX and
non-MMX ode, in our dis ussion we on entrate mainly on the unoptimized versions for the
following reasons: (i) The optimizations of the g
ompiler has only minor impa t on the
MMX ode, sin e the inlined assembly ode is left untou hed by the ompiler; and (ii) the
register allo ation in the optimized MMX ode with the inlined assembly turned out to be
poorer than in the non-MMX ode. A full edged ode generation approa h, rather than our
inline assembly ode generation, would have eliminated some of these di eren es. It an be seen
from the results that the performan e of the non-MMX ode improves mu h more signi antly,
when the optimizations were turned on, than ompared to the MMX ode.
The main routine times (using the times() routine) the exe ution of these kernels on an
Intel II pro essor running at 266 MHz. To make the a urate measurement of exe ution time,
it was required to all the kernel fun tions several times (1 to 50 Million times), and the
average time for exe uting the kernel on e was omputed. The kernels dissolve and hroma-key
were run respe tively 1M times, while dot-produ t and SAD were run for 50M and 10M times
respe tively. Speedup is then measured as
Speedup =

Exe . Time for non-MMX Code
:
Exe . Time for Ve torized Code

4.3 Results and Dis ussion
Table 1 presents the speedup obtained by our ompiler over a traditionally ompiled (nonMMX) ode. For ea h kernel, we report the major data type used by the kernel (byte (i8)
or short word (i16)), the exe ution time (in mi rose onds) for the unoptimized and optimized
versions of MMX and non-MMX ode, the Speedup a hieved, and the expe ted speedup in the
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ar hite ture for the data type used by leveraging just subword parallelism. Although it may be
possible to improve upon the expe ted speedup through a more optimal use of MMX features
su h as saturation logi , and instru tions su h as multiply-add, et ., we do not onsider them
here.

Kernel

Unoptimized Code
Optimized Code
Data Exe . Time (in S)
Exe . Time (in S)
Theoreti al
Type MMX non-MMX Speedup MMX non-MMX Speedup Speedup
ode
ode
ode
ode

Video Dissolve
i8 225.680
Chroma-Keying
i8 904.520
Byte Dot Produ t
i8
1.020
Short Dot Produ t i16
2.187
Sum of Absolute
Di eren e (SAD) i8, i16 8.856

1460.300
4751.120
2.591
2.706

6.47
5.25
2.54
1.24

156.520
512.740
0.901
1.511

305.300
1020.540
0.866
1.046

1.95
1.99
0.96
0.69

8
8
8
4

47.030

5.31

7.168

13.943

1.95

4/8

Table 1: Speedup for the Kernels
It an be observed that the speedups a hieved on the unoptimized ode is signi antly higher
than that a hieved on the optimized ode. As dis ussed earlier, this may be due to the poor
ode and register allo ation in the presen e of inlined assembly ode. This is also partly due to
the overheads generated by our aggressive strip-mining and s alar expansion. It is interesting
to observe that for the dot produ t kernel, the optimized non-MMX version in fa t performs
better than the optimized MMX version. However, it an be noti ed that, ex ept in the ase of
dot produ t, even in the ase of optimized version the ve torized MMX ode a hieved roughly
half the speedup a hieved on the unoptimized ode. Let us now turn our attention to the
performan e of unoptimized MMX and non-MMX ode.
It an be seen that our ompiler is able to fully harness the data parallelism in the ase
of the dissolve and hroma-keying and the SAD kernels. We present the speedup obtained
by integrating the SAD kernel into the motion-estimation module and ompare it against a
hand-tuned version in Table 2. The kernel was hand-tuned using:

SAD(A; B) = (A Saturated Subtra t B) bitwise-or (B Saturated Subtra t A)
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whi h does not involve any onditionals and is the ommon way of omputing SAD using the
MMX instru tions. We refer to this version as hand-tuned SAD (H-SAD). We ompare the
speedup a hieved by the hand-tuned version (measured as the ratio of the exe ution time of
the original ode ompiled by g to the exe ution time of the hand-tuned version ompiled by
g ) with that obtained by our ve torized ode. It an be seen that the speedup obtained by
our ompiler is omparable to that obtained by the hand-tuned version (within 85%).
Kernel

Data
Exe . Time (in mS)
Speedup
Types MMX (unopt.) NON-MMX (unopt.)

Sum of Absolute Di eren e(SAD)
i8, i16
Motion Estimation(using SAD)
Sum of Absolute Di eren e(H-SAD)
(alternate hand- ode approa h)
i8, i16
Motion Estimation(using H-SAD)

0.0088
2630.0

0.0470
11436.0

5.31
4.34

0.0079
2267.0

0.0470
11436.0

5.94
5.04

Table 2: Speedup for Motion Estimation
What surprised us was the performan e dot produ t kernel. The MMX instru tion set
supports pa ked short-word multiply only. This meant that the byte length ve tor elements
had to be promoted to short before the multiply operation. Initially the result was attributed
to the overhead involved in this expansion. This led us to try the dot produ t for short-word
quantities. As an be seen, the short dot produ t performs better, but not signi antly so.
An inspe tion of the dot produ t ode revealed that the array introdu ed by our grouping
and redu tion module was not quad-word aligned. As dis ussed in Se tion 3.7, alignment
does not ause any problem (in terms of orre t exe ution of the ode) although it may in ur
performan e penalties in Intel's pro essors. We enfor ed the array to be aligned and measured
the performan e of kernel. These results are reported in Table 3. Further, we suspe t that the
overhead due to the sequential ode is signi ant in the dot produ t kernel. To on rm this, we
measured the performan e of dot produ t for di erent lengths of input ve tors.
As an be seen from the table, for small ve tor lengths the sequential se tion dominates,
ausing a loss of speedup. As the ve tor length in reases the speedup also in reases as the
fra tion of exe ution time spent in the sequential se tion omes down. The signi an e of
alignment is re e ted in the speedup gained over the unaligned version.
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Input
Exe . Time (in S)
Speedup
Size Aligned Un-Aligned Without Aligned Un-Aligned
MMX
MMX
MMX MMX
MMX
16
32
64
128
256

0.658
0.911
1.481
2.459
4.336

0.802
1.269
2.248
3.891
7.271

0.802
1.481
2.776
5.457
10.802

1.21
1.62
1.87
2.21
2.50

1.00
1.16
1.23
1.40
1.48

Table 3: E e t of Input Size and Alignment on the Performan e of Dot Produ t

5 Related Work
Ve torizing te hniques have been dis ussed in detail in literature. This in ludes a omprehensive
overage by Zima and Chapman in [10℄ and by Wolfe in [11℄.
SUIF ve torizing ompiler [30℄ is an implementation of ve torization te hniques on the SUIF
platform. The target ar hite ture is UCB's Torrent ar hite ture [31℄, whi h is a traditional
ve tor ar hite ture. An optimizer for VIS extension was proposed in [32℄. The optimizer makes
use of the SUIF ve torizing ompiler as its ba kbone. Code generation had been ompleted
only for parallel add and parallel onditional opy. The fo us of this work was on alignment
issues during ode generation.
Operation pa king was proposed in [33℄. The idea is to support the pa king operation in
the hardware, for the instru tions in the reservation station. Su h a te hnique may provide an
improvement for almost all appli ations, but the speedup may not measure up to stati ompiler
analysis for ve torizable appli ations. In [34℄, multimedia extensions are exploited in a Java JIT
ompiler. A ve torizing ompiler for VIS has been proposed in [35℄. In addition to traditional
ve torization te hniques, loop unrolling and instru tion s heduling has been employed to exploit
subword parallelism. Further, their work also deals with memory alignment, whi h is essential
in VIS for the sake of orre tness, while it is only of a performan e issue in the ase of Intel
pro essors.
Lastly we ompare our approa h of providing a ve torizing ompiler with the support [1℄
provided by vendors in the form of enhan ed system libraries and ma ro alls. If we onsider
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the Sum of Absolute Di eren es example, our ve torizing ompiler is able to perform ne essary
ode transformation, su h as s alar expansion and redu tion. In ase of hardware supported
enhan ed libraries, the programmer an make use of a system version of absolute() fun tion,
say V abs(). The fun tion V abs() would be performed using the subword semanti s. While the
fun tion may exploit subword parallelism in omputing the absolute di eren e of N elements,
the sum is al ulated sequentially, on ea h all, thereby losing out on some parallelism. Further,
these system enhan ed fun tions annot be in-lined sin e the sour e ode would not be available.
On the other hand, using ma ro alls requires the user to be aware of the ode segment whi h
an be optimized by the multimedia extensions and the ma ros provided. Further, the ode
transformations have to be performed manually. Lastly, programming with the ma ro alls is
as hard as programming with assembly.

6 Con lusion
This paper presents our implementation of a ve torizing ompiler for Intel's Multimedia Extension [5℄. This extension is targeted at the data parallel kernels of media pro essing appli ations [1℄. The goal of this work was to provide ompiler support for this enhan ement to the
instru tion-set, and make it transparent to the programmer. Ve torization te hniques [10, 11℄,
whi h have traditionally been used by ompilers for ve tor and SIMD pro essors, are used by
our ompiler to extra t subword parallelism from a sequential ode. To enhan e the s ope for
appli ation of subword semanti s, our ompiler performs several ode transformations. These
in lude strip-mining, s alar expansion, grouping and redu tion, and loop distribution. We made
use of SUIF, a ompiler tool, for implementing the various passes of our ompiler [21℄. Our
ompiler generates inline assembly ode for the data parallel se tions identi ed by it. It must
be noted that our ompiler also performs onditional distribution during ve torization and ode
generation. Further, though the target ar hite ture is Intel, the te hniques dis ussed ould be
applied for the multimedia extensions of the other ar hite tures as well.
We also report initial performan e results of the ode generated by our ve torizing ompiler.
Four data parallel kernels from multimedia appli ation when ompiled by our ompiler and run
on an Intel Pentium II pro essor result in a signi ant speedup ompared to the performan e
of the ode ompiled by the native ompiler. Further the performan e improvement a hieved
by our ompiler is within 85% of the performan e of the hand-tuned ode in one of the appliations, viz., sum of absolute di eren es. We have also reported the performan e a hieved by
a multimedia appli ation (motion estimation) by linking the ompiled ode for a kernel used in
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that appli ation.

6.1 Future Work
The performan e of our ompiler when applied to the various multimedia kernels has been
en ouraging. The s ope for ve torization an be enhan ed through other loop transformations
su h as loop inter hange, loop splitting, and loop-peeling [10, 11℄. Our ompiler urrently does
not perform any instru tion s heduling [36℄. Instru tion s heduling and software pipelining [36,
37, 38, 39℄ | an instru tion s heduling te hnique for iterative omputation | would de nitely
lead to improved performan e due to eÆ ient usage of available resour es. Also our omplier
does not perform global register allo ation [36℄. Su h an allo ation may not be trivial as
the oating point and multimedia registers are overlapped. Further, extending our ompiler
to exploit the features of su h as multiply-and-add instru tions would further in rease the
instru tion-level parallelism exploited.
In the presen e of pointers, the onservative assumptions made on aliasing limit ve torization. Alias analysis an improve the situation, but the maximum bene t in terms of performan e
an be obtained only by better oding pra ti es. The proposed introdu tion of the restri t keyword as a part of the C-9x standard would allow the programmer to provide some guarantees
regarding the memory lo ations referen ed by a pointer. This provides the ompiler with more
freedom for optimizing in the presen e of restri ted pointers.
Fun tion inlining would enhan e the s ope of ve torization onsiderably. This would enable
our ompiler to perform more optimizations and redu e the fun tion all overhead. Considering that the data parallel kernels are alled very frequently, this ould lead to a signi ant
improvement. Hen e fun tion inlining, whi h is urrently not supported in our ompiler, would
be an useful future extension.
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A

MMX Instru tion Set

The entire instru tion set of MMX is summarized in Table 4.
Category

Wraparound

Signed
Saturation
Arithmeti
Addition
PADDB,PADDW, PADDSB,
PADDD
PADDSW
Subtra tion
PSUBB,PSUBW, PSUBSB,
PSUBD
PSUBSW
Multipli ation
PMULL,PMULH
Multiply and Add PMADD
Comparison
Compare for Equal PCMPEQB,
PCMPEQW,
PCMPEQD
Compare for
PCMPGTPB,
greater than
PCMPGTPW,
PCMPGTPD
Conversion
Pa k
PACKSSWB,
PACKSSDW
Unpa k high
PUNPCKHBW,
PUNPCKHWD,
PUNPCKHDQ
Unpa k low
PUNPCKLBW,
PUNPCKLWD,
PUNPCKLDQ
No Distin tion
Logi al
And, And Not
PAND,PANDN
Or, Ex lusive Or
POR,PXOR
Shift
Shift Left Logi al PSLLW,PSLLD,PSLLQ
Shift Right Logi al PSRLW,PSRLD,PSRLQ
Shift Right Arith. PSRAW,PSRAD
Data Transfer
MOVD,MOVQ
Empty MMX State
EMMS
Table 4: MMX Instru tion Set Summary
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Unsigned
Saturation
PADDUSB,
PADDUSW
PSUBUSB,
PSUBUSW

PACKUSWB

